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Abstract
Wedescribe proof planning, a technique for the global
control of search in automatic theorem proving. A
proof plan captures the commonpatterns of reasoning in a family of similar proofs and is used to guide
the search for new proofs in this family. Proof plans
are very similar to the plans constructed by plan
formation techniques. Somedifferences are the nonpersistence of objects in the mathematicaldomain, the
absence of goal interaction in mathematics, the high
degree of generality of proof plans, the use of a metalogic to describe preconditions in proof planning and
the use of annotations in formulae to guide search.

Introduction
The main research problem in automating theorem
proving is the combinatorial ezplosion. A mathematical theory and conjectured theorems of it can both
be represented in a computer using mathematical logic. Proofs can be constructed by applying logical rules
forwards to the axioms of a theory in the hope of generating the conjecture w or, more often, by applying
the rules backwards to the conjecture in the hope of
reducing it to axioms. The combinatorial explosion
occurs because there is choice, i.e. more than one rule
can be applied to each of the initial and intermediate
expressions. Wemust use search to be sure to try out
all the possibilities.
The number of intermediate expressions we must generate grows super-exponentially
with the length of the desired proof. The storage and
time requirements to find a proof by exhaustive search
are so large that it is infeasible to construct the proofs
of non-trivial theorems. Someintelligence is needed
to guide the search for a proof along promising paths,
avoiding less promising ones. Since human mathematicians can often conquer the combinatorial explosion
and find complex proofs of hard theorems, it is promising to study human proof methods as a source of
inspiration for automatic methods of proof.
At Edinburgh we have pioneered a technique for
guiding the search for a proof, which we call proof
planning. A proof plan captures the commonpatterns
of reasoning in families of similar proofs. It is used to

provide a global control strategy for finding new proofs
from the same family. Proof planning contrasts with
the more local heuristics which have previously been
used for search control. That is, instead of making a
separate decision at each choice point, based on local
clues, proof planning has somesense of the overall direction of the proof. This seems to accord more with
the intuitions of humanmathematicians that they first
make a global plan of a proof and then fill in the details.
In this paper we survey our work on proof planning.
Wethen go on to compare and contrast this with traditional AI work on plan formation.

The Nature

of Proof

Plans

Wehave analysed a large number of proofs, especially
from the area of inductive reasoning. Commonpatterns of reasoning were identified and represented computationally as proof plans.
Our proof planning is implemented using three kinds
of object:
Tactics: are computer programs which construct part
of a proof by applying rules of inference in a theorem
proving system, (Gordon et al, 1979). A simple tactic might apply only a single rule of inference; a composite tactic will be defined in terms of simpler tactics and might construct a whole proof. Tactics are
hierarchical; some tactics unpack into sub-tactics.
Tactics can be composedfrom rules and sub-tactics
sequentially, iteratively and conditionally.
Methods: are specifications of tactics. In particular,
a method describes the preconditions for the use of
a tactic and the effects of using it. These preconditions and effects are syntactic properties of the logical expressions manipulated by the tactic and are
expressed in a meta-logic.
Critics: capture commonpatterns of failure of methods and suggest patches to the partial proof. A critic
is associated with a methodand is similar in structure, except that its preconditions describe a situation in which the method fails. Instead of effects
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it has instructions on how to patch the failed proof
plan.
Our CLAMproofplannerusesmethodsto construct
a customised
tacticfor the currentconjecture.
It
combines
genera.l-purpose
tactics
so thattheeffects
of earlier
onesachieve
thepreconditions
of laterones.
Thiscustomised
tacticis thenusedby ourproofeditors,Ovsteror MoRusc,
to tryto provetheconjecture.
Sometimes
thepreconditions
of a methodsucceed,
but
thoseofoneitssub-methods
fail.Inthiscasea critic
maysuggesta patchto theproofplan.Thisproductiveuseof failure
viacritics
is madepossible
byproof
planning
andis oneof itsmostpowerful
features.
Proofplanningcombinestwo previousapproaches
to automated
reasoning:
theuseof tactics
andtheuse
of meta-level
control.
Themeta-level
control
is used
to identify
appropriate
tactics
andto suggest
patches
whentheyfail.Proofplansabstract
theproof,
revealingthekeystepsandthestructure
of theproof.This
abstraction
can be usedto construct
explanations
of
successful
proofs
andgivereasons
forthefailure
of unsuccessful
ones.
Implementation
Our implementation of proof plans consists of the following parts.
1. An object-level interactive proof editor, which can
be driven by tactics. Initially,
we built ONster,
(Bundy et al, 1990), a proof editor for constructive type theory closely modelled on Nuprl, (Constable et al, 1986). More recently, we have built
Mollusc,
(Richards
et al,1994),
a generic
proofeditor,i.e.onewhichtakesa logicas inputandbecomes a proof editor for that logic.
2. A variety of logics implemented in Mottusc, including logics which are: first order and higher order;
typed and untyped; constructive and classical.
3. A set of general-purpose tactics for controlling
Motluscand/orONster.A methodfor eachof these
tactics.
A setof proofcritics
foreachmethod.
4. A plan formationprogram,CLAM,(Bundyet al,
1990),forreasoning
withthesemethods
andcritics
in orderto builda customised
tacticforeachconjecture
outof thegeneral-purpose
tactics.
5. A co-operative
interface
to CLAM,calledBarnacle,
(Loreet al,1995).Thisusesproofplanning
to explaintheproofto the userand assisthim/herin
interacting
withtheproofprocess.
The CLAMsystemand the proofeditorshave been
tested
ona largecorpus
of theorems
drawnfromtheliterature,
withveryencouraging
results,
(Bundyet al,
1991;Irelandtz Bundy,1995).The planningsearch
spaceis typically
manyordersof magnitude
smaller
thanthe object-level
searchspace.Furthermore,
the
heuristics
represented
in thepreconditions
of themethodsensurethatbacktracking
duringplanning
is rare.
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So thesearch
fora planis computationally
verycheap.
Thecostof thisdramatic
pruning
of theobject-level
search
spaceis thattheplanning
system
is incomplete.
Fortunately,
thishasnotproveda serious
limitation;
the CLAMsystemfindsproofplansfor a highpercentageof the theoremstestedand theseplansare
turnedintoproofsby ONsteror Mottusc.Thusthe
proofplanning
has provedto be a veryeffective
way
of tackling
thecombinatorial
explosion
in automatic
theoremproving.Proofplanning
sometimes
failsto
finda proof.
In thiscasetheinteraction
provided
by
Barnacle
is at a muchhigherlevelthanthatnormally
available
frominteractive
provers.
It canusetheproof
planto explain
theglobalstructure
of theproofand
thenatureof theplanfailure.
Thiscanhelpsuggest
an appropriate
patch.
Applications
to Formal
Methods
Formalmethodsof systemdevelopment
use mathematicsto reasonaboutcomputer
programs
or electronic
circuits.
Thisreasoning
includes:
verifying
thata systemmeetsa specification
of itsintended
behaviour;
synthesising
a system
whichmeetssucha specification;
andtransforming
onesystemintoa moreefficient
one
meetingthesamespecification.
Useof formalmethodsimproves
thereliability,
safety
andsecurity
of IT
systems.Unfortunately,
formalmethodsare not as
widelyusedas theymightbe due to the highskill
levelsand longdevelopment
timesrequired
to apply
them.Machine
assistance
is available,
buteventhena
highlevel
of veryskilled
userinteraction
isusually
required.
By automating
muchmoreof theproofobligationson formalmethodsusingproofplanning
we hope
significantly
to reduce
boththedevelopment
timesand
skilllevels
required.
Thiswillmaketheapplication
of
formalmethodsmorefeasible
and widespread.
I is required
Mathematical
induction
for reasoning
aboutobjectsor eventscontaining
repetition,
e.g.
computer
programs
withrecursion
or iteration,
electroniccircuits
withfeedback
loopsor parameterised
components.
Sincerepetition
is ubiquitous
andinductivereasoning
isthemostdifficult
to automate,
wehave
focussed
on theconstruction
of proofplansformathematical
induction.
Ourinductive
proofplansarevery
successful.
Theyguidethe searchfor quitecomplex
proofswitha highdegreeof successanda verylow
branching
rate.Forinstance,
a recentsuccess
wasto
verifythattheGordonComputer(a complete
microprocessor)
metitsspecification,
(Cantu
etal,1996).
Inductive
Proof
Inductive proofs are characterised by the application
of induction rules, of which a simple example is Peano
induction:

P(o),

PC" + I))
Vn:nat.
P(,£)

I Nottobeconfused
wRhthelearning
formofinduction.
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i.e. if a formula can be proved in the case n = 0 (the
base case) and whenever it can be proved for ~ it can
be proved for u+ | (the step case) then it can be proved
for all u.
Peano induction is merely the simplest and best
known inductive rule of inference. Similar inductive
rules are available for every kind of recursively defined
data-structure, e.g. integers, lists, trees, sets, etc. For
instance, the analogous rule for lists is:
P(~I),Vk:~, t:list(~).
(P(t)~ P(Iklt]))

In addition
to thesespecial
searchproblems
allthe
standard
problems
alsomanifest
themselves,
e.g.decidingif andwhento makea casesplit,determining
thewitness
foranexistential
quantifier.
We havetriedto solvethesesearch
control
problems
by designing
tactics,
methods
andcritics.
A fewsuch
tactics
canprovemostof thestandard
inductive
theoremswe havetestedthemon.A pictorial
representation
of ourmainproofmethods
forinductive
proofis given
infigure
1.

Vl:lst(). PCt)
where[)tlt
ontot, t : ¯ means~ is of
] means]~ consed
type¯ andRst(~)
is thetypeof listsof objects
of type

inductlon_strategy

"t’.

Moreover,
it is notnecessary
to traverse
suchdatastructures
in the obvious,
stepwise
manner;theycan
be traversed
in anyorder,
provided
it is well-founded,
i.e.provided
thereis no infinite
ordered
sequence
of
smaller
andsmaller
elements.
Noris induction
restrictedjustto data-structures,
forinstance,
it ispossible
to induceoverthecontrol
flowof a computer
program
or thetimestepsofa digital
circuit.
All of theseformsof induction
are subsumed
by a
single,
general
schemaof well-founded
induction2:

,/

]
ripple

x -- -, P(x)
vx:
. P(x)
wherey- is somewe11-founded
relation
on thetype%
i.e.thereisnoinfinite
sequence:
al ~-a2>- as~-....
Thedata-structure,
control
flow,timestep,etc.,over
whichinduction
is to be applied,
is represented
by the
type "c. The inductive proof is formalised in a manysorted or typed logical system.
Success in proving a conjecture, P, by well-founded
induction is highly dependent on the choice of x,
and y-. For manytypes, "r, there is an infinite variety
of possible well-orderings, >-. Thus choosing an appropriate induction rule to prove a conjecture is one of
the most challenging search problems to be solved in
automating inductive inference.
Heuristics
for Inductive
Inference
The automation of inductive inference raises a number
of unique difficulties in search control. These are:
Synthesis of Induction Rules: To prove a theorem
by induction, one of the infinite numberof possible
induction rules must be synthesised.
Conjecturing
Lemmata: Sometimes a lemma required to complete the proof is not already available
and must be conjectured and then proved.
Generallsation
of Induction Formulae:
Sometimes a theorem cannot be proved without first
being generalised.
2Also knownas ncetherian induction.

i fertilize

Each of the bozes represents
a method. The
nesting of the bores represents the nesting of
methods, i.e. an inner method is a sub-method
of the one immediately outside it. The induction strategy is a method for a complete application of induction. After the application of induction the proof is split into one or more base
and step cases (one of each is displayed here).
Within the step case method, rippling is used
to reduce the difference between the induction
conclusion and induction hypothesis. The rippiing method consists of repeated applications
of the wave method. The rewritten induction
conclusion is then fertilized with the induction
hypothesis.
FigureI: A ProofPlanforInduction
Rippling is the key tactic in our proof plans, (Bundy
e$ al, 1993; Basin & Walsh, 1994). The places at
which the induction conclusion differs from the induction hypothesis are marked by special annotations
called wave-fronts. These can be calculated autoBundy
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matically
by an algorithm
calleddifference
matching.
Thewave-fronts
arethenmovedoutof thewayso that
a copyof theinduction
hypothesis
appears
withinthe
induction
conclusion.
Thismovementis effectedby
special
rewrite
rulescalled
wave-rules.
Theinduction
hypothesis
canthenbe applied
to theinduction
conclusion
bya tactic
callfertilize.
Rippling
involves
little
or no search.
An example
is givenin figure2.
Comparison with Plan Formation
Workon planformationin AI goesbackto the 60s
withCordellGreen’sworkon QA3 and Nilsson’s
on
STRIPS.Is thereanysimilarity
betweenthisworkon
planformation
and thatdescribed
above?
Correspondence between Proof Planning
and Plan formation
Planformation
buildsa sequence
of actions
to be appliedby an automated
agent,e.g.a robot.Proofplanningbuildsa customised
tacticfor guiding
a proof.
So someapparent
differences
arethatproofplanning
doesnot reasonabouttime,doesnot involvea robotand doesnot dealwiththe manipulation
of real
worldobjects.
However,
thesedifferences
aresuperficial.
Theindividual
mathematical
ruleapplications
in proofplanning
correspond
to actions
in planformation.Tactics
cdrrespond
to actions
thatexpandinto
sub-actions
duringhierarchical
planning.
Theobjects
beingmanipulated
in proofplanning
aremathematical
expressions.
Proofplansare applied
by an automated
agent:the proofeditor.The sequenceof manipulationsdo definesomenotionof time,e.g.we couldregardeachsuccessive
formula
intheripple
in figure
2 as
beinga worldstateat a different
momentin time.So
proofplanning
canbe viewedas planformation
in the
traditional
AI sense.
Eventheconcept
of critic
hasits
origins
in planformation.
It wasoriginally
developed
by Sussman
andplayeda similar
roleto ourcritics
in
patching
failedplans,(Sussman,
1975).
Persistence of Objects
Onerealdifference
isthatthereisno necessary
persistenceofobjects
in proofplanning,
whereas
thereusually
isin planformation.
In figure
2 somepartsof theexpression
do seemto persist.
Forinstance,
throughout
theripple
thereis oneh, t andt on eachsideof each
equation.
The compoundobjects,however,come and
go,e.g.[hltloccurs
twiceinthefirst
formula,
butthen
disappears
not to reappear.
In someproofs,atomic
objects
canbehavethesameway.Forinstance,
if the
ruleX -{-X :~ 2 × X wereapplied
thentwooccurrences
of X wouldmergeintoone. If the rule0 × X =~ 0
wereappliedthenX woulddisappear
altogether.
The
non-persistence
of objectsmeansthatthemathematicalworldcannotbe described
merelyby setsof relations
between
objects,
sincethisassumes
theypersistovertime.Fortunately,
themathematical
formulae
themselves
canbe usedto represent
theworldstate.
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Goal Interaction
Goalinteraction
is a majorissuein planformation
andhas led to the development
of non-linear
planning,(Tate,1977;Sacerdoti,
1977).Goalinteraction
has not,so far,beenan issuein proofplanning,
so
we havenot neededto use non-linear
planning.
Becauseof thenon-persistence
of mathematical
objects
itis notobvious
whatgoalinteraction
mightconsist
of
in mathematical
reasoning.
Something
a little
likeit doesarisein ourworkon
critics.
Forinstance,
thepointat whicha proofbreaks
downmay not be the pointat whichthe proofpatch
needsto be applied.
Forinstance,
we mightdetectthe
needfora casesplit,butthissplitmightneedto be
madeat an earlierstagein theproofthanwherethe
needforit is detected.
Similarly,
withchanges
to the
formof induction
or generalizations
of thetheorem.
Thecritics
currently
do thisby restarting
theproof
froman earlier
point.
It is possible
thata non-linear
proofrepresentation
mightfacilitate
theincremental
growth,
patching
andreorganisation
of proofs.
Differences in Domains
Therearealsodifferences
in thedomains
in whichplan
formation
and proofplanningwork.Planformation
mustdealwithincomplete
and uncertain
knowledge
aboutthe worldandtheautomated
agentmay haveto
workwithcollaborators
and/oragainst
opponents.
In
proofplanning,
ourknowledge
aboutthemathematical
worldis complete,
i.e.we knowexactly
whatconjectureto proveand whataxiomsto proveit with.Nor
arethereotheragents
assisting
or opposing
ourproof
attempts.
Proofplanning,
however,can be adapted
to dealwithuncertainty,
collaborators
andopponents.
We havesuccessfully
testedproofplanning
by applyingit to non-mathematical
domains,
including
thecard
game bridge, (Frank et al, 1992). In this domain, uncertainty arises because you do not know what cards
are held by the other players. Players collaborate with
one other player and are opposed by two others.
Hierarchical
Planning
As illustrated in figure 1, proof plans are hierarchical.
Thetactics
of proofplanning
correspond
to theaction
expansions
of planformation.
Likeactions,
tactics
may
unpack
intoseveral
sub-tactics
whichmay,inturn,unpackintosub-sub-tactics.
The unpacking
mayinvolve
recursion
or conditionals.
Theredo,however,
seemto
be somedifferences
between
therealisation
of hierarchicalplanning
in proofplanning
andplanformation.
Firstly,
we useonlya fewtactics
(abouta dozen)
compared
to themuchlargernumbertypically
usedin
planformation.
Our tacticsare muchmoregeneral.
Rippling,
forinstance,
isnotonlyusedinallinductive
proofs,
butwe havealsofoundapplications
in other
areasof mathematics,
e.g.forsumming
series,
(Walsh
et al,1992),andforproving
limittheorems
in analysis,
(Yoshida
et al,1994).
Action
expansions,
on the
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Conjectured

Theorem:

VK, L:Kst(x). rev(K <> L) = rev(L) <>
Induction

Hypothesis:

rev(t<>t) = rev(t)<>rev(t)
Induction

Conclusion

and Ripple

(i)

:

x <>
: ""¯¯""" " ""¯"""¯¯"""""::q~ ~~~"¯:" ": ¯ : T

¯ " " ¯ " ¯ ¯¯ " ¯¯ " ¯¯ ¯¯ ¯ "¯¯¯¯¯¯¯ " ¯ ::~:~:: :: :: ¯ : .~ ¯<~

=ii x
=

.......

The conjecture to be proved is that list reversal,
rev, distributes
over hst append, <>, with
sw~tch in the argument order. We use the
Prolog convention that variables are in upper
case and constants in lower case. We also use
the Prolog notation for list cons, i.e. [HdITt].
X:ti.st(x) means that X is a list of objects of
type "r.
The proof is by induction on K. Only the step
case is shown. The induction conclusion is annotated to show its similarities to and differences from the induction hypothesis. The differences are the bits which are inside a shaded
area. These are called wave-fronts.
The unshaded bits inside the shaded bo=es are called
wave-holes. Rippling makes the wave-fronts
bigger and bigger until a copy of the induction
hypothesis appears wholly within a wave-hole.
When this happens this part of the induction
conclusion can be replaced with true and the
remaining goal is [b.] = [h], which is trivially
true. Wecall this final step fertilization.
Rippling is achieved by applying wave-rules.
The wave-rules used in this ezample can be
found in figure 3. Rules (1) and (2) are applied
to the left- and right-hand sides, respectively,
of the first line, then rules (2) and (3) to the
second line, and finally rule (4).

(3)
(4)

r

:.~.(.t..<~..t~!~:~?.~;
= ..~(9.<>~.~.(0.~i:i~]::

........

(2)

.T

Wave-rules are also annotated to show the similarities and differences between the left- and
right-hand sides of the rules. To apply a waverule, the left-hand side is matched against
a subezpression of the induction conclusion,
which is then replaced with the right-hand side.
This matching includes alignment of the annotations as well as the normal matching.
This additional condition severely restricts the
choices and reduces search. A measure is
defined using the height of the wave-fronts. By
definition this measure must be strictly less on
the right-hand side of each rule than on the
left-hand side.
Rules (1) and (2) come from the recursive
definitions
of <> and rev, respectively.
Rule
(5) is the associativity
of <>. Rule (~) is the
equality congruence rule for <>. Note that rule
(4) is an implication from right to left, but because ClAMreasons backwards, the direction
of rewriting is inverted. In the example of figure 2, a weakened form of rule (4) is used,
in which a wave-hole on the right-hand side
of each equality is shaded and becomes part of
the wave-fronL When proved, the conjecture of
figure 2 will also form a wave-rule.
Figure 3: Examples of wave-rules

Figure 2: An example of rippling

Bundy
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other hand, are usually more limited in their potential
applications. Each ripple uses a different set of waverules and the number of rules used varies according
to need. Newly proved conjectures may be automatically recognised as wave-rules, annotated and used in
future ripples. Action expansions usually incorporate
a fixed set of lower level actions. Tactics in mathematical domains can involve search and may not be
guaranteed to terminate, e.g. they may call complete
theorem provers which are semi-decision procedures.
Action expansions are usually deterministic and terminating.
Secondly, and crucially, tactics have meta-logical
preconditions, whereas action expansions have objectlevel preconditions. Our rules and tactics describe
properties of numbers, lists, trees and other datastructures, i.e. they are object-level.
The preconditions of these tactics describe syntactic properties
of mathematical formulae, i.e. they reason about the
object-level
representation.
Wehave developed a
meta-logic for representing these syntactic properties.
For instance, the definition of a wave-rule discusses the
similarities and differences between the left- and righthand sides of the rule. The preconditions of the wave
tactic require wave-fronts to be present within the goal
and for the matching of rule and goal to include the
alignment of their wave-fronts. Such meta-level preconditions permit a level of generality for tactics which
would not otherwise be possible.
Search Control
Search is controlled in proof planning by a combination of tactics and meta-level reasoning. Meta-level
reasoning has a long history in AI and was first used
in plan formation in MOLGEN,
(Stefik, 1981). Control knowledgereferring to the global development of a
plan has also been used in plan formation. It was first
suggested for SOAR(Laird et al, 1987) and further
explored in Prodigy (Minton et al, 1989). One way
in which proof planning extends this is in its use of
annotation to guide search, i.e. the use of wave-fronts
to guide rippling to preserve some parts of a formula
while moving others in a desired direction.
The depth and complexity of reasoning arising in
mathematics is typically greater than that required
in plan formation. The attention that has been paid
to search control issues in proof planning reflects this
greater demandfor an efficient solution.
Conclusion
In this paper we have described proof planning and
compared it to plan formation. Proof planning combines the use of tactics with meta-level control. It
is implemented by: tactics, which correspond to action expansions; methods, which specify tactics using
a meta-logic; and critics, which capture commonpatterns of failure and suggest patches to the plan. Proof
plans abstract the global structure of a proof and this
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can be used to guide search, explain the proof and suggest patches whenthe plan fails.
Our main application area is inductive proof, especially as used to reason about programs and hardware. Our proof plans for mathematical induction are
both restrictive and successful; they require very little
search in finding quite complex proofs, but have a high
success rate.
The main differences between proof planning and
plan formation are:
¯ the non-persistence of objects in the mathematical
domain;
¯ the absence of goal interaction in the mathematical
domain, and hence the adequacy of linear planning;
¯ the high degree of generality of proof plans;
¯ the use of a meta-logic for describing the preconditions of tactics,
and
¯ theuseof meta-level
annotations
to guidesearch.
It wouldbe interesting
to explore
whether
someof the
ideasdeveloped
in proofplanning
canbe imported
into
planformation,
andviceversa.
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